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Abstract
Technicolor represents a viable alternative to the Higgs mechanism for generating
gauge boson masses. Searches for technicolor particles ρT and piT have been per-
formed in the data collected by the DELPHI experiment at LEP at centre-of-mass
energies between 192 and 208 GeV corresponding to a total luminosity of 452 pb−1.
Good agreement is observed with the SM expectation in all channels studied. This
is translated into an excluded region in the (MpiT ,MρT ) plane. The ρT production
is excluded for all 90 < MρT < 206.7 GeV/c
2. Assuming a point-like interaction
of the piT with gauge bosons, an absolute lower limit on the charged piT mass at
95% CL is set at 79.8 GeV/c2, independently of other parameters of the technicolor
model.
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1 Introduction
In spite of outstanding theoretical and experimental achievements, particle physicists
have not been able to decide which mechanism creates mass. It is a common belief that
such a mechanism will be characterised by the observation of at least a scalar particle.
Whether this object is elementary (as in the SM or MSSM scenario), composite (as in the
technicolor scenario), or too heavy to be observed as a particle remains uncertain.
This paper presents a systematic search for the particles predicted by the technicolor
model. Section 3 briefly recalls the framework of the technicolor (TC) model and reviews
the possible signals which can be observed at LEP2. Section 4 describes the direct search
for technipions performed with the DELPHI detector using the data collected in 1999
and 2000. Section 5 presents complementary searches for technirho (ρT ) production for
MρT <
√
s in the region of higher technipion masses. Section 6 summarises the combined
results.
2 Data Sample
The detailed description of the DELPHI detector can be found elsewhere [1]. For the
search for piT production, the statistics of DELPHI taken in 1999 for
√
s between 192
and 202 GeV and in 2000 for
√
s between 202 and 208 GeV are used. The integrated
luminosity is about 228 pb−1 for data taken in 1999 and 224 pb−1 for data taken in 2000.
In addition, the available DELPHI e+e− → W+W− [2] and e+e− → qq¯(γ) [3] cross-section
measurements are used to estimate a possible contribution from technicolor production.
Simulated events are produced with the DELPHI simulation program DELSIM and
are passed through the same reconstruction chain as the data. To simulate the Stan-
dard Model (SM) backgrounds, the generator EXCALIBUR [4] is used for 4-fermion final
states, PYTHIA [5] for the process e+e− → qq¯(+nγ), and TWOGAM [6] for two-photon
interactions. The technicolor production signal is simulated using a special generator [7]
included in the PYTHIA package.
3 The Technicolor scheme at LEP
The technicolor model provides an elegant scheme to generate W/Z masses. These bosons
are seen as condensates of a new family of quarks (the techniquarks) which obey a QCD-
like interaction with an effective scale ΛTC much larger than ΛQCD. It also predicts heavy
(> 1 TeV) vector mesons which cannot be observed at LEP2.
It is well known, however, that this scheme encounters several problems. It can-
not correctly generate fermion masses and, in its simplest version, it contradicts the
LEP1 precision measurements since it gives positive contributions to the S parameter. In
technicolor models with QCD-like dynamics, one expects S ∼ 0.45 for an isodoublet of
technifermions, while the precise measurements give: S = −0.07± 0.11 [8].
Extensions [9] have been worked out which solve these problems at the price of losing
predictive power. These schemes depart from the straightforward analogy with QCD,
with the usual asymptotic freedom behaviour. It turns out that perturbative calculations
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do not work (“walking technicolor”), and therefore the theory cannot be fully tested by
precision measurements.
These extensions call for a large number ND of technidoublets [10], and therefore for
additional scalar (piT , pi
′
T ) and vector (ρT , ωT ) mesons. These can be light enough to be
observed at LEP2 or the Tevatron. Our searches for technicolor production assume the
theoretical model given in [11].
The main ρT decay modes are ρT → piT piT , WLpiT , WLWL, fif¯i and pi0T γ, where WL
is the longitudinal component of the W boson. For MρT > 2MpiT the decay ρT → piT piT
is dominant, while for MρT < 2MpiT the decay rates depend on many model parameters.
In all cases the total ρT width for MρT < 200 GeV/c
2 is predicted to be of the order of
10 GeV if any of the channels ρT → piT piT , piT WL, WLWL is open, and below 1 GeV if
all of them are closed. For ωT the main decay modes are ωT → piT piT piT , piT piT WL, etc.
If these decay modes are forbidden kinematically, then its dominant decay is ωT → pi0T γ.





Following [11], technipions are assumed to decay as pi+T → cb¯, cs¯ and τ+ντ ; and
pi0T → bb¯, cc¯ and τ+τ−. The width Γ(piT → f¯ ′f) is proportional to (mf + mf ′)2, therefore
the b-quark is produced in ∼ 90% of piT decays. The total piT width is less than 1 GeV.
These properties are extensively used in the following.
The ρT coupling to the photon and Z
0 is proportional to QU − QD, where QU and
QD are the charges of U and D techniquarks. The value QU − QD has to be one to
avoid triangle anomalies. Therefore, for MρT <
√
s, it can be produced on mass shell in
e+e− interactions through the radiative return process and its production cross-section is
independent of the values chosen for QU and QD. It can then be observed as a narrow
resonance in the corresponding mass distribution. The radiative return production rate
normalised to the point-like cross-section is given approximately by:











In addition, ωT can also couple to e
+e− provided QU + QD is non-zero. The following
always supposes that the final state pi0T γ can be produced through both ρT and ωT .
Technipions can also be produced at LEP through virtual ρT exchange. The analyses
presented below use the off-shell processes e+e− → ρ∗T → (pi+T pi−T , pi+T W−L ) and e+e− →
(ρ∗T , ω
∗
T ) → pi0T γ to search for virtual ρT production if MρT >
√
s. The cross-sections of
these processes normalised to the point-like cross-section, derived for e+e− interactions
from equations given in [11], are:
R(e+e− → ρ∗T → a+b−) =
[|AeL(s)|2 + |AeR(s)|2] λ(Ma, Mb)3/2 Cab
8(1− s/M 2ρT )2
; (2)
R(e+e− → (ρ∗T , ω∗T ) → piT γ) =
[|CeL(s)|2 + |CeR(s)|2] λ(MpiT , 0)3/2 cos2 χ
16(1− s/M 2ρT )2
×




In these equations a, b = piT , WL; Cab = cos
4 χ for pi+T pi
−
T , 2 cos
2 χ sin2 χ for pi+T W
−
L , and
sin4 χ for W +L W
−
L ; and the angle χ reflects the mixing between piT and WL with
sin2 χ = 1/ND (4)
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The values AeL,R and CeL,R in (2) and (3) are given by:
AeL,R(s) = Qe +
2 cos 2θW
sin2 2θW
(T3eL,R −Qe sin2 θW )BWZ , (5)
CeL,R(s) = 2Qe − 2
sin2 2θW







where Qe = −1, T3eL = −1/2, T3eR = 0. The phase space suppression factor λ(Ma, Mb)
is:
λ(Ma, Mb) = (1−M2a/s−M2b /s)2 − 4M2aM2b /s2. (8)
Note that for a highly virtual ρT contribution, even for M
2
ρT
→ ∞, the value of
R(e+e− → ρT → a+b−) remains finite. If the Z contributions are ignored, expressions
(2-8) lead to R(e+e− → ρT → a+b−) ∼ λ(Ma, Mb)3/2Cab/4, as expected for a point-like
coupling of a photon to pi+T pi
−
T . This correct behaviour results from our choice of the ρT
propagator. This feature is important, as it allows LEP to be sensitive to a light piT even
if the ρT is very heavy.
The processes e+e− → ρ∗T → (pi+T pi−T , pi+T W−L ) depend on 3 quantities, namely MpiT ,
MρT and ND. Three additional parameters, namely the technicolor coupling constant
αρT , the sum of charges of the technicolor doublet QU + QD, and the mass scale MV are
introduced to describe e+e− → (ρ∗T , ω∗T ) → pi0T γ. Figure 1 shows the cross-sections of
processes (1-3) for some typical parameter values proposed in [11]: MpiT = 90 GeV/c
2,
MV = 200 GeV/c
2, ND = 9, (QU + QD) = 4/3. It is assumed that the symmetry group,
under which the technifermions transform as fundamental, is SU(NTC) with NTC = 4
and that αρT = 2.91(3/NTC).
It can be seen that the production cross-section of technicolor objects is expected to be
reasonably high for a wide range of MρT values, making the search at LEP possible, but
that the process (3), giving the pi0T γ final state, depends strongly on the three additional
parameters, and can even become zero for (QU + QD) = 0.
This paper reports searches for ρT with MρT <
√







L final states in process (2), and for piT γ in process (3). It is assumed
that MρT > 90 GeV/c
2 and MpiT > 45 GeV/c
2, supposing that the ρT and piT with smaller
masses would be detected in precise measurements at LEP1. The CDF experiment at the
Tevatron [12] has already published results of a search for these particles.
4 Search for piT in e
+e− → ρ(∗)T → (WLpiT , piT piT )








T final states can be produced in process (2).
These can provide striking signatures because technipions are expected [11] to decay into
the heaviest fermions. Charged technipions therefore prefer final states with a b quark,
which can be separated from the W bosons by applying b-tagging.
4.1 Search in 4-jet Final State
Events originating from the signal contain mainly one or two b-quarks and one or two
c-quarks, while the background from W +W− contains very few b-quarks. This situation
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is similar to that in the Higgs search in 4 jet final states, therefore the same jet clustering
algorithm using the DURHAM method [13] and the same b-tagging procedure [14] are
applied. The analysis starts with the four-jet preselection described in [15], which aims
to eliminate the radiative and γγ events and to reduce the QCD and Z0γ∗ background.
The qq¯(γ) and 4-fermion backgrounds remaining after the preselection have to be
reduced further. For this purpose different shape and b-tagging variables have been in-
vestigated, assuming that the analysis should be sensitive and keep a reasonable efficiency
for a wide range of the piT mass from ∼ 50 GeV/c2 up to the kinematical limit.
Finally, 12 variables are selected for this analysis and the final discriminant variable
is defined as the output of an neural network (NN). There are two b-tagging variables
intended to reduce the W +W− background: one of them (xb) is computed as the sum of the
two highest jet b-tagging variables [16], and the other is the sum of the four jet b-tagging
variables. Seven shape variables are used to reduce the qq¯(γ) contamination. They are
the sum of the second and fourth Fox-Wolfram moments, the product of the minimum jet
energy and the minimum opening angle between any two jets, the event thrust, the sum
of the four lowest angles between any pair of jets in the event, the minimal di-jet mass,
and the minimal ycut values for which the event is clustered into 4 jets (y34) and into 5 jets
(y45). Finally, three more variables take into account the two-boson event topology. To
define them the event is forced into four jets, a five constraint fit requiring conservation of
energy and momentum and equal masses of opposite jet pairs is applied to all possible jet
pairings, and the pairing giving the smallest value of the fit χ25C is selected. The variables
then included in the neural network are the smallest χ25C , the production angle of the jet
pair, and the angle between the planes defined by the two jet pairs.
The resulting NN output provides good background suppression and high selection
efficiency over a wide range of MpiT . As an example, Table 1 gives the piT piT and WLpiT
efficiencies for different piT masses obtained when selecting events with NN output > 0.3.
The distributions of some discriminating variables for data, the SM prediction, and
technipion production are shown in Fig. 2. The mass M5C of the jet pair after the 5C
fit for the pairing with the smallest χ25C is used as the piT mass estimator. Figure 3
shows its distribution for preselected events, for the Standard Model (SM) background
sources, and for technipion production with MpiT = 99 GeV/c
2. The possible contribution
of piT piT production would be seen as a narrow peak. The channel WLpiT would give a
slightly wider peak shifted towards the mass of the W. The form of the mass spectrum of
the sum of these two channels depends on the ρt mass and the mixing angle χ (see Eq.
(2)). This figure also shows the distribution of the final discriminant variable from the
neural network output. Figure 4 shows the number of selected events as a function of the
efficiency for a piT piT signal, which is varied by changing the cut on the NN output. The
dependence is shown separately for the two years of data taking used. Figure 5 shows the
M5C mass spectrum for events with the NN output greater than 0.30 for the full statistics
collected at
√
s = 192 − 208 GeV. A reasonable agreement between data and the SM
prediction is observed in all distributions, the remaining differences are included in the
systematic errors.
Figure 5 also shows the expected spectrum of WLpiT and piT piT production for MpiT =99
GeV/c2, MρT =220 GeV/c
2 and ND = 9 normalised to the collected luminosity. For these
model parameters the signal to background ratio for events with M5C > 96 GeV/c
2 is
about 6.
In addition to the NN analysis, a sequential analysis was also developed. Its perfor-
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mance is slightly worse, and therefore it is used only as a cross-check. After the prese-
lection stage it uses three discriminating variables. Two of them are intended to reduce
the qq¯(γ) contamination. They are y34, defined above, and the sum of the second and
fourth Fox-Wolfram moments, H2 + H4. Events are required to have y34 > 0.003 and
H2 +H4 < 0.6. The cut on the b-tagging variable xb > 1.3 is used to suppress the W
+W−
background.
Tables 2 and 3 give the numbers of selected and expected events at different steps of the
sequential analysis together with the efficiency of the signal selection. For comparison,
the results of the NN analysis for NN output cuts giving similar signal efficiencies are
also shown. The results of both analyses show good agreement of the data with the SM
prediction. No contribution from technicolor production is observed.
channel MpiT (GeV/c
2)
50 60 70 80 90 99 100 110
WLpiT 7.9 9.5 11.0 11.5 12.9 14.6 13.9
piT piT 23.7 32.9 33.9 36.0 42.5 49.6
Table 1: Search in the 4-jet final state: selection efficiency in percent (including topological
branching ratios) for WLpiT and piT piT for different piT masses MpiT ,
√
s = 200 GeV, and
NN output variable > 0.3.
Selection Data Total qq¯(γ) 4 fermion Efficiency Efficiency
background piT piT (%) WLpiT (%)
Preselection 2455 2471.4 751.7 1719.7 93.4 62.5
y34 ≥ 0.003 2035 2042.4 460.3 1582.1 90.0 58.6
H2 + H4 ≤ 0.6 1459 1488.1 178.2 1309.9 78.5 51.7
xb ≥ 1.3 48 50.0 20.8 29.2 43.9 14.3
NN> 0.3 32 37.6 12.4 25.2 42.5 12.9
Table 2: Search in the 4-jet final state: effect of the selection cuts in the sequential
analysis on data, simulated background and simulated signal events at
√
s = 192-202 GeV.
Efficiencies are given for MpiT = 90 GeV/c
2 and include the topological branching ratios
of W and piT to two jets.
4.2 Search in Semileptonic Final State
The search for the technipion is also performed in channels containing two quarks, a
lepton and a neutrino, corresponding to the decays W +L pi
−
T → l+νqq¯ and pi+T pi−T → τ ν¯qq¯.
This final state is selected in two steps.
Since the topology searched for is very close to that of semileptonic W +W− decays,
a similar selection [2] is applied at the first step. However, variables strongly correlated
with the boson mass are not used, making the analysis efficient for a wide range of pi−T
masses.
Firstly loose initial cuts, requiring at least 7 charged tracks, transverse energy greater
than 0.25
√
s, less than 30 GeV in a 30◦ cone around the beam, and the polar angle of
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Selection Data Total qq¯(γ) 4 fermion Efficiency Efficiency
background piT piT (%) WLpiT (%)
Preselection 2266 2342.1 680.3 1661.8 91.1 64.9
y34 ≥ 0.003 1929 1940.7 416.8 1523.8 89.3 60.7
H2 + H4 ≤ 0.6 1368 1395.6 163.0 1232.7 72.8 52.6
xb ≥ 1.3 43 46.4 18.1 28.3 44.9 13.7
NN>0.34 29 30.2 9.3 20.9 45.0 11.0
Table 3: Search in the 4-jet final state: effect of the selection cuts in the sequential
analysis on data, simulated background and simulated signal events at
√
s = 204-208 GeV.
Efficiencies are given for MpiT = 99 GeV/c
2 and include the topological branching ratios
of W and piT to two jets.
the missing momentum fulfilling | cos θmiss| < 0.985, are used to remove a large fraction
of the leptonic, qq¯(γ) and γγ events.
Then an isolated lepton candidate has to be found. The isolation criterion is defined
in terms of the product p · θiso, where p is the lepton momentum and θiso is the isolation
angle between the lepton and the nearest track with momentum greater than 1 GeV.
Electrons and muons are identified using the standard DELPHI tools [1] and p · θiso is
required to be above 250 GeV·degrees. An isolated electron or muon between 5 and 25
GeV or an isolated charged hadron or low multiplicity jet (less than 5 charged tracks) is
identified as a τ -lepton candidate. For these, since some part of the tau energy is taken
away by neutrinos, the isolation requirement is relaxed to p · θiso > 150 GeV·degrees.
Depending on the flavour of the isolated lepton candidate, different neural networks are
then used to reduce the background further. For a muon candidate, a neural network with
7 input variables is used: the lepton momentum, lepton isolation, missing momentum,
| cos θmiss|, transverse momentum, visible energy, and
√
s′/s where s′ is the reconstructed
effective centre-of-mass energy [17]. One more variable, the acoplanarity angle between
the lepton and the hadronic system, is used for an electron. For tau candidates, the
missing momentum and visible energy are less discriminant and are replaced by four
new variables: the thrust, the angle between the lepton and hadronic system, and the
acoplanarity and acollinearity of the hadronic jets. The neural network outputs for the
different leptons is shown in Figure 6. The events are accepted if the NN value is above
0.4 for electrons and muons and above 0.6 for taus. In this way most of the non-W +W−
background is rejected.
The second step exploits the specific properties of the signal, like the presence of b-
quarks or the production angle, to distinguish it from the W pairs. This is done using
another neural network which uses four input variables: the b-tagging variables of the
two hadronic jets, q · cos θprod and | cos θmiss|. The charge q is defined according to that
of the lepton, and the production polar angle θprod is built from the hadronic jets. The
distribution of the b-tagging variable and q · cos θprod, together with the NN output are
shown in Figure 7.
This analysis provides good background suppression and a reasonable selection effi-
ciency of the WLpiT final state. The piT piT efficiency is limited by the small piT → τ ν¯ decay
rate. Table 4 gives the piT piT and WLpiT efficiencies for different MpiT masses obtained when
selecting events with NN output > 0.1.
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The MpiT mass estimator is the same as in the hadronic channel. The constrained
fit is done with three additional free parameters coming from undetected neutrino for
electron and muon, and with four parameters for tau, since also its energy is not known.
Figure 8 shows the piT mass spectrum for events with the NN output greater than 0.1
for the full statistics collected at
√
s=192-208 GeV. This figure also shows the expected
spectrum of WLpiT and piT piT production for MpiT =100 GeV/c
2, MρT =220 GeV/c
2 and
ND = 9 normalised to the collected luminosity. A good agreement between data and the
SM prediction is observed.
Table 5 gives the number of selected and expected events at different steps of analysis




50 60 70 80 90 99 100 110 120
WLpiT 12.4 11.5 12.5 14.1 14.1 12.9 11.9 10.4
piT piT 2.0 2.6 2.7 3.0 2.9 2.2
Table 4: Search in the semileptonic final state: Selection efficiency in percent (including
topological branching ratios) for piT WL and piT piT for different piT masses MpiT ,
√
s = 200
GeV, and NNTC > 0.1.
Selection Data Total WW → qq′lν qq¯(γ) Efficiency
background WLpiT (%)
Hadronic preselection 19994 19626.1 2952.9 12446.3 96.9%
qq′lν selection 2375 2504.9 2309.1 63.1 23.5%
NNTC > 0.1 81 76.9 54.9 7.4 12.9%
NNTC > 0.2 32 33.2 18.8 5.3 10.4%
NNTC > 0.3 17 18.9 8.2 4.1 7.4%
Table 5: Search in the semileptonic final state: Effect of the selection cuts on data,
simulated background and simulated signal events at
√
s = 192-208 GeV. Efficiencies are
given for piT WL → bcWL with MpiT = 100 GeV/c2.
4.3 Combined result of the piT search
Since good agreement between data and the Standard Model expectation is observed,
the results are used to set limits on technicolor production, which are presented as a
95% CL exclusion region in the (MρT , MpiT ) plane. The observed and expected limits
quoted are based on the confidence level for signal, CLs, as described in [18]. The test
statistic used is a likelihood ratio, based on comparing the observed and expected rates
and distributions as a function of mass and NN output. The statistical and systematic
errors on the expected background and signal distributions are taken into account.
In the four-jet channel the relative systematic error was estimated at 10.5% in the
background level and 5% in the signal efficiency. The main contribution, evaluated at
about 10% in the background and at 4% in the signal efficiency, comes from the b-tagging.
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In the semileptonic channel the main uncertainty is related to the lepton identification
efficiency. The total relative error is estimated at 10% in the background and 2% in the
signal efficiency.
The piT piT → τ ν¯qq¯ channel was not included in the limits estimate, because its selection
efficiency is significantly less than in piT piT → qq¯qq¯ channel, see tables 1,4.
Two cases are considered separately, ND = 2 (maximal mixing), see Fig. 9, and ND = 9
(theoretically preferred [11]), see Fig. 10. The regions excluded by this analysis are shown
by the diagonal hatching. In the limit of infinite ρT mass and assuming a point-like
coupling of the gauge bosons to pi+T pi
−
T , the DELPHI data set 95% CL lower limits on the
charged technipion mass of MpiT = 79.8 GeV/c
2 (81.1 GeV/c2 expected) for ND = 2, and
MpiT = 89.1 GeV/c
2 (88.1 GeV/c2 expected) for ND = 9.
Although the limit on the piT mass excludes a technicolor interpretation of the excess
of events observed by L3 [19] at 68 GeV/c2 in their H+H− analysis, it should be noted
that the DELPHI mass limit was obtained by applying b-tagging and therefore the present
analysis cannot be compared directly with the L3 result.
5 Search for ρT with MρT <
√
s
A ρT with mass below
√
s can be produced on mass shell in the radiative return process
e+e− → ρT (γ) with subsequent decay into different final states. This section presents the
search for ρT in all the main ρT decay modes in the MpiT region not covered by the results
of the section 4. It is based on a special search for the piT γ channel and on previous
DELPHI measurements [2, 3] of the WW and qq¯ production cross-sections.
5.1 e+e− → ρT (γ) with ρT → pi0T γ
The decay ρT → pi0T γ is more favourable kinematically than charged piT pair production
and the dominant decay of pi0T into bb¯ (∼90 %) allows a clean experimental signature.
There is also an isosinglet called pi′0T which can decay into gluons and fermions and is
expected to have about the same mass. To be conservative, its possible contribution is
ignored.
The hadronic events are selected by requiring at least 6 charged particles with a total
energy exceeding 24% of the centre-of-mass energy. Any photon with an energy exceeding
5 GeV is considered as a possible isolated photon candidate. All the other particles in the
event are clustered into jets using the JADE algorithm [5], and the photon is accepted
as isolated if either its transverse momentum to the nearest jet exceeds 10 GeV or the
angle between its direction and the nearest jet exceeds 45 degrees. More than one isolated
photon is allowed in an event.
A constrained fit requiring the conservation of energy and momentum and allowing
one additional photon in the beam pipe is then applied to all selected events. An event
is rejected if the χ2 of this fit exceeds 9. The sum of all particles excluding the isolated
photons is called the hadronic system. The momentum of the hadronic system computed
after the constrained fit is required to exceed 10 GeV, and the polar angle of its direction
Θhad to satisfy the condition | cos Θhad| < 0.9. The reconstructed hadronic system is
combined with the isolated photon, which is required to have | cosΘγ | < 0.98 where Θγ is
the polar angle of its direction. The energy of the combined (hadronic+photon) system is
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required to be less than
√
s−5 GeV, assuming at least one additional photon with energy
above 5 GeV. Finally, as the main pi0T decay mode should be pi
0
T → bb¯, the b-tagging
variable for the event xb, defined in section 4.1, is required to exceed −1. The QCD
background remaining after this cut has a b-purity of about 77%.
With these selections 156 events are observed in the statistics collected in 1999 and
2000 while 149.9 events are expected from the different SM sources. Figure 11a shows
the (qq¯γ) mass distribution of all selected events. The production of ρT should manifest
itself as a peak both in the distribution of the hadronic mass, corresponding to the pi0T ,
and in the mass of the hadronic system plus photon, corresponding to the ρT , while no
contribution from ρT → pi0T γ is seen in Fig. 11a. A 15% systematic error is assigned,
which takes into account the uncertainty in the selection efficiency of bb¯γ(γ) events (10%)
and uncertainty in the standard model cross-section e+e− → qq¯γ(γ) (11%). Within the
framework of the model [11], the resulting 95% CL upper limit on the branching ratio
BR(ρT → pi0T γ) does not exceed 7% for 90 < MρT < 202 GeV/c2.
Due to this upper limit on BR(ρT → pi0T γ), the other decay modes (ρT → WLWL,
qq¯, piT piT ) must dominate. The search for these channels is presented in the following
sections.
In addition, the piT γ system can be produced in process (3), even if MρT >
√
s.
The topology of this process is different, and therefore the condition that the energy of
the (hadronic+photon) system is at least 5 GeV below
√
s is not applied. Dropping
this condition, 468 events are selected in data and 502.6 events are expected from the
standard sources. The distribution of the hadronic mass for this selection is shown in
Fig. 11b, where only the expected Z0 peak from the radiative return process is observed.




T ) → pi0T γ production is strongly model dependent and can even completely dis-
appear for QU + QD = 0 (see eq. 3). In addition, for the typical parameter values, the
extension of the limit given by other channels is rather small. Therefore, the results of
the e+e− → (ρ∗T , ω∗T ) → pi0T γ search are not included in the exclusion region given in
Figs. 9,10.
5.2 e+e− → ρT (γ) with ρT → WLWL
This section presents the search for the ρT → WLWL decay with the ρT mass above the
2MW threshold. It supposes that the MpiT value is not excluded by the analysis of section
4 (see Figs. 9, 10), i.e. that the channels ρT → WLpiT , piT piT are kinematically closed.
The search for this decay uses the DELPHI measurement of the W +W− cross-section
at
√
s = 172 − 206.7 GeV [2], which applies no strong condition on the energy of any
ISR photon. Figure 12 shows the resulting stability of the selection efficiency over wide
ranges of MW+W−/
√
s for both the qq¯qq¯ and qq¯lν¯ final states. Therefore the decay mode
ρT → WLWL would give an additional contribution to the W +W− cross-section.
The measured values of the W +W− cross-section are taken from [2]. The Standard
Model prediction is computed using the RacoonWW generator [20], while the selection
efficiency is computed using EXCALIBUR [4]. An additional 2% systematic uncertainty
is assigned to take into account a possible impact on the selection efficiency of differences
in the event topology between these two generators. This analysis conservatively supposes
all systematic errors to be fully correlated. The expected cross-section of e+e− → ρT (γ)






(GeV/c2) 183 189 192 196 200 202 205 207
175 7.00 4.39 3.69 3.03 2.57 2.38 2.15 2.01
185 – 10.68 7.25 5.06 3.87 3.45 2.97 2.71
195 – – – 18.82 8.69 6.83 5.15 4.42
Table 6: Expected e+e− → ρT (γ) cross-section (in pb) at different centre-of-mass energies
for some ρT mass values.
measurement is significantly better, e.g. DELPHI reported σ = 15.83± 0.38± 0.20 pb at√
s = 189 GeV and the expected Standard Model value is 16.25 pb.
No additional statistically significant contribution to the W +W− cross-section is ob-
served for any centre-of-mass energy. Instead, the available measurements of the W +W−
cross-section put a 95% CL upper limit on the branching ratio BR(ρT → W+W−). It de-
pends on the ρT mass but in all cases is below 30%. Since BR(ρT → pi0T γ) is limited to 7%
at 95% CL (see section 5.1), the decay ρT → WLWL must be dominant in the (MρT , MpiT )
mass region considered. Therefore, the obtained result excludes ρT production for all MρT
between 2MW and 206.7 GeV/c
2 and for all MpiT not excluded by the analysis of section
4. The region in the (MρT , MpiT ) plane excluded by this analysis is shown by the vertical
hatching in Figs. 9,10.
5.3 e+e− → ρT (γ) with ρT → hadrons (qq¯, piT piT )
For MρT <
√
s, technicolor production by process (1) would give a significant contribution
to the cross-section for qq¯(γ) production because the main ρT decay channels all include
hadronic final states. Due to the relatively small ρT decay width, this contribution would
be observed as a peak in the hadronic mass distribution. The search for this decay
channel uses all published DELPHI qq¯(γ) cross-section measurements, which are currently
available for
√
s = 183 and 189 GeV [3], and is limited to ρT mass values below 165
GeV/c2. Above this value either the decay ρT → WLWL, considered in section 5.2, or the
decays ρT → (piT piT , WLpiT ), considered in section 4, become dominant.
The topology of ρT → qq¯ events is almost the same as that of standard e+e− → qq¯(γ)
processes, while the decay ρT → piT piT produces many-jet events. However, the qq¯(γ)
selection criteria [3] are quite loose, allowing effective selection of both ρT decay modes.
This was verified by passing simulated e+e− → ρT (γ) → piT piT (γ) events through the
complete qq¯(γ) analysis chain. The selection efficiency was found to be the same as for
standard qq¯(γ) events.
Figure 13a shows the observed mass distribution of the hadronic system together with
the expected contribution from Standard Model processes. The hadronic mass recon-
struction is described in [3]. Figure 13b shows the difference between the observed and
expected numbers of events and the contribution of a ρT → piT piT signal with MρT = 150
GeV/c2 and MpiT = 70 GeV/c
2. Good sensitivity to technicolor production can be seen.
Using the observed and expected numbers of events gives the 95% CL upper limit
on the decay branching ratio BR(ρT →hadrons) shown in Fig. 13c. The small mismatch
between data and simulation for the width of the radiative return to the Z0 is due to
imprecise modelling of such details as jet angles and momenta. It explains some increase
of the BR(ρT →hadrons) limit around 100 GeV, which, however, remains below 55%.
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Taking into account that BR(ρT → pi0T γ) is limited by 7% at 95% CL (see sec. 5.1),
this result excludes ρT production for all ρT masses between 90 and 165 GeV/c
2. The
horizontal hatching in Figs. 9, 10 show the contribution of this channel in the combined
excluded region in the (MρT , MpiT ) plane.
6 Summary
This paper presented the search for piT piT and WLpiT production in process (2), for piT γ
production in process (3), and for ρT production in the radiative return process (1). A
good agreement between data and the Standard Model expectation is observed in all
channels studied. The combined region in the (MρT , MpiT ) plane excluded by this analysis
at a 95% CL is shown in Figs. 9,10. A 95% CL lower mass limit of 79.8 GeV/c2 for
the charged technipion is set independently of other parameters of the technicolor model,
supposing its point-like coupling with gauge bosons. The ρT production is excluded at
95% CL for 90 < MρT < 206.7 GeV/c
2 independently of all other model parameters.
These results significantly improve on the exclusion limits on technicolor production
obtained by the CDF experiment [12].
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b] √s = 200 GeV
Figure 1: Technicolor production cross-sections at LEP for some typical parameter values:
MpiT = 90 GeV/c
2, MV = 200 GeV/c
2, ND = 9, (QU +QD) = 4/3, and αρT = 2.91(3/NTC)
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Figure 2: Search in the 4-jet final state: distributions after preselection of the b-tagging
variable, H2+H4, the product of the minimum jet energy and the minimum opening angle
between any two jets. The plots on the left show the data (points) and the expected SM
backgrounds (histograms) for the full DELPHI statistics at
√
s = 192− 208 GeV. Those
on the right show the technicolor signal expected in the channel e+e− → piT piT if MpiT =
99 GeV/c2. The signal normalisation corresponds to MρT = 220 GeV/c
2, ND = 9 and
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Figure 3: Search in the 4-jet final state: distributions of the mass and final discriminant
variable after preselection. The plots on the left show the data (points) and the expected
SM backgrounds (histograms) for the full DELPHI statistics at
√
s = 192 − 208 GeV.
Those on the right show the technicolor signal in e+e− → piT piT expected if MpiT = 99
GeV/c2. The signal normalisation corresponds to MρT = 220 GeV/c
2, ND = 9 and the













































√s = 204-208 GeV
Figure 4: Search in the 4-jet final state: numbers of data events (points) and expected SM
background events (curves) as a function of the piT piT signal efficiency, varied by varying
the cut on the neural network variable. The different background contributions are shown







































Figure 5: Search in the 4-jet final state: M5C mass distributions for the NN analysis
with the cut on NN output > 0.30. The plot on the left shows the data (points) and the
expected SM backgrounds (histograms) for the full DELPHI statistics at
√
s = 192− 208
GeV. The one on the right shows the technicolor signals in e+e− → piT piT and e+e− →
WLpiT expected if MpiT = 99 GeV/c
2, MρT = 220 GeV/c
2 and ND = 9, normalised to the
integrated luminosity collected at
√
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Figure 6: Search in the semileptonic final state: Neural network outputs for the rejection
of non-WW backgrounds for events with an electron candidate (top), a tau candidate
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Figure 7: Search in the semileptonic final state: distributions after the rejection of non-
WW background. The plots on the left show the data (points) and the expected SM
backgrounds (histograms) for the full DELPHI statistics at
√
s = 192− 208 GeV. Those
on the right show the technicolor signal in e+e− → WpiT expected if MpiT = 100 GeV.
The signal normalisation corresponds to MρT = 220 GeV/c





















































Figure 8: Search in the semileptonic final state: Estimated MpiT mass distributions for
NN output > 0.10. The plot on the left shows the data (points) and the expected SM
backgrounds (histograms) for the full DELPHI statistics at
√
s = 192−208 GeV. The one
on the right shows the technicolor signals in e+e− → piT piT and e+e− → WLpiT expected
if MpiT = 100 GeV/c
2, MρT = 220 GeV/c
2 and ND = 9, normalised to the integrated
luminosity collected at
√






















Figure 9: The region in the (MρT − MpiT ) plane (filled area) excluded at 95% CL for























Figure 10: The region in the (MρT − MpiT ) plane (filled area) excluded at 95% CL for
ND = 9 (theoretically preferred WL - piT mixing). The dashed line shows the expected































Figure 11: pi0T γ analysis: a) distribution of the mass of the hadronic system plus the
isolated photon; b) distribution of the hadronic mass. The points show the data, the
histogram shows the contribution of standard sources, and the filled histogram shows
separately the contribution of all non-bb¯γ processes. The statistics shown in figures a)





















































































95% CL Upper limit c
Figure 13: a) Mass distribution of the hadronic system in the e+e− → qq¯(γ) analysis for
the data collected at
√
s = 183 and 189 GeV. Crosses show the data and the histogram
shows the SM contribution. b) Difference between the observed number of events and
those expected in the SM. The expected contribution of ρT → piT piT with MρT = 150
GeV/c2 and MpiT = 70 GeV/c
2 is shown as the histogram. c) The 95% CL upper limit
on the branching ratio BR(ρT →hadrons).
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